Tridiagonal diagonally dominant linear systems arise in many scientific and engineering applications. The standard Thomas algorithm for solving such systems is inherently serial, forming a bottleneck in computation. Algorithms such as cyclic reduction and spike reduce a single large tridiagonal system into multiple small independent systems which are solved in parallel. We develop portable cyclic reduction and the spike algorithm for Open Computing Language implementations on a range of co-processors in a heterogeneous computing environment, including field programmable gate arrays, graphics processing units and other multi-core processors. We evaluate these designs in the context of solver performance, resource efficiency and numerical accuracy.
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Language (Opencl) implementation of two well known parallel tridiagonal solvers. Our implementation is portable and capable of executing on a range of co-processor environments.
Of particular interest in this work are field programmable gate arrays (fpgas). These are reconfigurable computing devices that consist of an interconnected array of configurable logic blocks and memory modules in the form of distributed block rams. The configurable logic blocks are simple units built from look-up tables, logic gates and multiplexers. Configurable logic blocks can be configured and routed at run time to define custom processor architectures.
Traditionally, fpgas were mainly used in embedded devices or for hardware prototyping. Recently, the floating point performance of fpgas reached a point where they have become much more relevant to the hpc arena, particularly with the approach of exascale machines [6, 11, 15] . As a result, fpga-based linear algebra architecture design is an area of active research [12, 16, 18, 21] .
The biggest barrier to effective use of fpgas has always been the difficulty in programming them. Until recently, this entailed a hardware design process rather than software development. However, advances have been made with both major fpga vendors releasing Opencl compliant boards which produce comparable results to manual hardware design [1, 20] .
Using the Altera based Opencl, Warne et al. [18, 19] demonstrated the ease in which a custom tridiagonal linear system solver can be deployed. In this work, we extend our previous efforts towards a more general highly parallel solution, targeting fpgas in particular, but also other Opencl compliant co-processors that may be present within a heterogeneous computing environment.
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Background
Tridiagonal linear systems
A linear system Ax = b is tridiagonal if the coefficient matrix A ∈ R n×n is banded with bandwidth β = 1 . That is,
. . . . . . a n−1,n−2 a n−1,n−1 a n−1,n a n,n−1 a n,n
Considering strictly diagonally dominant systems only, it is well known that the lu-decomposition can be performed in Θ(n) operations using the Thomas algorithm [14] . Although Θ(n) is a vast improvement on a fully dense ludecomposition, the Thomas algorithm is inherently serial. As a result, the high performance of modern highly parallel computing architectures cannot be directly exploited.
For applications involving many small independent systems it is easy to achieve parallel computation using a standard Thomas algorithm. However, more advanced, inherently parallel methods must be applied if the problem requires solving fewer large systems.
Specialised architectures for specifically solving tridiagonal linear systems were designed using field programmable gate arrays [12, 18] . However, these systems were built with very specific uses in mind.
Heterogeneous computing with OpenCL
The ideal parallel approach depends greatly on the computing devices available to the program. hpc platforms are becoming more reliant on specialist co-C450 processors, each with their own programming models. This naturally makes designing a general, portable solution difficult.
Opencl is an open standard for heterogeneous computing [9] . Implementations of the Opencl standard were developed by vendors of a wide range of computing devices including many-core cpus, graphics processing units (gpus), digital signal processors and, recently, fpgas. These implementations enable a developer to build a portable computational routine which will execute on any of the available resources.
The Opencl programming model divides program code into two partitions: 1) serial code to be executed on a host processor; and 2) parallel code to be executed on any number of co-processor devices. Each device is treated as an array of compute units which can operate asynchronously, and each unit is further divided into synchronised processing elements.
Parallel tridiagonal linear systems solvers
Many parallel algorithms exist for solving tridiagonal and block-tridiagonal linear systems and are implemented in well established numerical libraries such as Scalapack [3, 4, 7, 10] . In this section, we briefly present two parallel tridiagonal solver schemes which were the focus of gpu implementations, namely, cyclic reduction [8] and spike [13] .
Parallel cyclic reduction
The method of cyclic reduction splits a single tridiagonal system into two smaller independent tridiagonal systems [8] . This is done by transforming the ith equation,
where α i = −a i,i−1 /a i−1,i−1 and β i = −a i,i+1 /a i+1,i+1 . The result of cyclic reduction is two independent tridiagonal linear systems, one containing equations with even indexed unknowns and another containing equations with odd indexed unknowns. This transformation can be applied recursively to any number of independent systems.
SPIKE
Another parallel method is the so-called "spike" algorithm [13] . In this method, the coefficient matrix is factorised to A = DS where matrix D = diag(A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A p ) with A j diagonal blocks of A, and
where p is the number of partitions, m is the number of linear equations per partition, and n is the total number of linear equations in the system, so n = pm . Here W i , V i ∈ R m×1 are obtained by solving
Factorising A in this way allows the original Ax = b to be solved by first solving Dy = b as p independent tridiagonal systems and then solving Sx = y . The second step can also be transformed into p independent systems in Θ(p) operations.
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Algorithm 1:
Implementation using OpenCL
For parallel cyclic reduction (pcr), the kernel code developed in this work defines the process of solving for a single unknown. The ith processing element solves for x i . A single linear system is loaded from 'off-chip' global memory into fast local memory which is shared by all processing elements within a compute unit. Each x i is then solved simultaneously as shown in the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
At the present stage of development, our spike implementation uses a direct mapping of a processing element to the work required to factorise the pth partition of A. With this allocation of workload to processors, a number of processors operate in parallel on each compute unit. There is a sequential bottleneck of Θ(p) in reducing the system Sx = y into a set of parallel back-substitutions. The final solution is then recovered though parallel backsubstitution in the same manner as the factorisation step.
One of the main aims of this work is the exploration and development of efficient parallel tridiagonal solvers which take advantage of a range of possible compute platforms. To assess the feasibility of the design, we specifically focus on resource utilisation, compute performance and numerical accuracy. In this section, our implementations of pcr and spike are evaluated against pre-existing implementations targeting nvidia gpus. Not only do the results show that our designs are comparable when running on nvidia hardware but they also indicate that the fpga platform is a promising alternative.
FPGA resource utilisation
Unlike fixed architectures such as gpus and cpus, Opencl implementations targeting fpgas allow the number of compute units and processing elements to be varied. However, the specific choices made for these will affect both algorithm performance and utilisation of resources on the fpga configurable logic fabric.
We tuned the combination of both compute units and processing elements for maximum throughput for both the pcr and spike implementations. Table 1 gives the optimal configurations. The estimated fpga resource utilisation percentages are also included in the table, and these were generated for the target Altera Stratix v architecture using the Altera Opencl software development kit. The percentages of consumed fpga logic resources (i.e., block ram and lookup tables) are within the total amounts available and show that each design implementation on the target architecture is feasible. However, for maximum throughput the fpga cannot be configured to run all spike stages at the same time, so instead some reconfiguration between stages is necessary. 
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Compute performance
We are not aware of any other Opencl implementation of pcr or spike designed with an fpga as the target architecture. This makes it difficult to benchmark. As a result, we compiled our Opencl code for an nvidia gpu to aid comparison with other pcr and spike implementations along with the performance for a sequential Thomas cpu based solution. In addition, our estimated fpga performance is placed along side these results. The fpga estimates are produced by the Altera offline compiler; an analysis of the hardware schematic generates these through the compilation process to provide the number of Opencl work items that can be executed per second. We converted the estimated throughput to system solves per second (rather than more usual flop based measures) to ease comparison with the most relevant studies. In reality, data transfer overheads can impede this throughput [19] ; however, there are a number of coding practices which can assist in minimising this impact [2] .
nvidia provides an Opencl implementation of pcr which is distributed with their cuda software development kit. Figure 1 provides the throughput (Systems/sec) for our pcr implementation against the nvidia implementation for systems of size n ∈ [64, 128, 256, 512, 1024]. Our implementation outperforms nvidia's when running on an nvidia Quadro 4000 gpu. Our estimates also show that the fpga implementation will run on-par with the nvidia gpu code; considering the fpga is running at only a fraction of the An analogous performance comparison was performed with our spike implementation against a cuda implementation. For the given system size range, our gpu based implementation has comparable performance to Chang et al. [5] . Also, the estimated performance of our fpga design out-performs both gpu implementations by approximately a factor of four. The fpga estimates are likely to be optimistic in this case as the re-configuration time required when switching between spike stages is not taken into consideration.
Although not explored here, this re-configuration time ( 100 ms) could be hidden in practice by, for example, processing spike stages in batches. 
Numerical accuracy
We found both our pcr and spike implementations to be of similar accuracy to a standard Thomas algorithm (see Table 2 ). Currently, all our analysis and test cases are based on strictly diagonally dominant matrices which do not require pivot operations. In future work, we intend to perform a more general numerical stability analysis as we extend the work to other matrix types. 
Power utilisation
As the purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility of building efficient linear algebra implementations for a heterogeneous computing environment, we have not performed any detailed analysis on power consumption. However, the attraction of such a heterogeneous environment is strongly motivated by potential increase in power efficiency due to the significantly (order of magnitude) lower power consumption of fpgas [6] .
To put Figures 1 and 2 into context, the Altera fpga pci-e card consumes a maximum of 35 W under load. By comparison, an nvidia Quadro 4000 has a maximum power consumption of 142 W. While a detailed examination of the various tridiagonal solvers remains for future work, we previously investigated power utilisation in the context of image processing algorithms with promising results [17] .
Conclusion
In this article we explored the feasibility of designing truly portable multiplatform high performance linear algebra routines using Opencl. The parallel tridiagonal solvers of cyclic reduction and spike were implemented on an fpga and a gpu and compared against other Opencl and cuda implementations. Results to date indicate that in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency, our designs are comparable for both fpga and gpu cases. This suggests that further investigation is warranted, and in future work we intend to continue to develop and improve upon our designs for tridiagonal solvers in the broader context of providing enhanced platforms for high performance, low power numerical routines.
